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Abstract: With the continuous development of intelligent technologies, knowledge graph,
the backbone of artificial intelligence, has attracted much attention from both academic and industrial
communities due to its powerful capability of knowledge representation and reasoning. In recent
years, knowledge graph has been widely applied in different kinds of applications, such as semantic
search, question answering, knowledge management and so on. Techniques for building Chinese
knowledge graphs are also developing rapidly and different Chinese knowledge graphs have been
constructed to support various applications. Under the background of the “One Belt One Road (OBOR)”
initiative, cooperating with the countries along OBOR on studying knowledge graph techniques
and applications will greatly promote the development of artificial intelligence. At the same time,
the accumulated experience of China in developing knowledge graphs is also a good reference
to develop non-English knowledge graphs. In this paper, we aim to introduce the techniques of
constructing Chinese knowledge graphs and their applications, as well as analyse the impact of
knowledge graph on OBOR. We first describe the background of OBOR, and then introduce the
concept and development history of knowledge graph and typical Chinese knowledge graphs.
Afterwards, we present the details of techniques for constructing Chinese knowledge graphs,
and demonstrate several applications of Chinese knowledge graphs. Finally, we list some examples
to explain the potential impacts of knowledge graph on OBOR.
Keywords: knowledge graph; intelligent applications; OBOR

1. OBOR Background
In 2013, China proposed the cooperation initiative of building the new “Silk Road Economic Belt”
and “21st Century Maritime Silk Road”, referred as “One Belt One Road (OBOR)”. With existing and
effective regional cooperation platforms and multilateral mechanisms between China and related
countries, China actively develops the partnership with Eurasian countries along OBOR and promotes
common development in the field of economics, politics, culture, science and technology. By making
use of the historical symbol “Silk Road”, it aims to build a community with mutual political trust,
economic integration, cultural inclusiveness and common development of science and technologies.
Therefore, the OBOR initiative is seen as a bid to enhance regional connectivity and embrace a brighter
future. From 2013 to 2018, the OBOR initiative has attracted lots of countries to join and made
significant progress, such as “China−Pakistan Economic Corridor”, “Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership”, “Trans-Eurasia Logistics” etc.
In the 21st century, the strength of science and technology gradually becomes an important
standard to measure the comprehensive strength of a country. The development of science and
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technologies also promotes the development of economy. Therefore, the cooperation of science and
technologies with the countries along OBOR is also an important part of OBOR policies. As one of the
core components of modern science and technologies, artificial intelligence has attracted much attention
all over the world. In China, developing artificial intelligence has even been raised to a national strategy.
Knowledge graph, the backbone of artificial intelligence, has already shown its powerful capability of
knowledge representation and reasoning in different kinds of intelligent applications, such as semantic
search, question answering, knowledge management, decision making, information integration etc.
Under the background of the OBOR initiative, cooperating with the countries along OBOR on studying
knowledge graph techniques and applications will greatly promote the development of artificial
intelligence. At the same time, the accumulated experience of China on developing the techniques of
constructing knowledge graphs is also a good reference to develop non-English knowledge graphs,
so we mainly discuss the techniques of constructing Chinese knowledge graphs and their applications,
as well as analyse the impact of knowledge graph on OBOR in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic concept and
development history of knowledge graph and typical examples of Chinese knowledge graphs. Section 3
presents the techniques of constructing real-world Chinese knowledge graphs in detail. Section 4
describes different intelligent applications supported by Chinese knowledge graphs. Section 5 lists
some examples to explain the potential impacts of knowledge graph on OBOR, and we conclude in the
last section.
2. Knowledge Graph
2.1. Introduction to Knowledge Graph
The concept of knowledge graph was originally proposed by Google Knowledge Graph project
on 16 May 2012. This project aimed at using structured knowledge to enhance Google search engine,
and improve search quality and user experience. As shown in Figure 1 , when searching “Yao Ming” in
Google, in addition to the web pages related to “Yao Ming” shown on the left side, some structured
information of “Yao Ming” will also be presented on the right side (e.g., date of birth, place of birth,
height and his wife). Such comprehensive returned results rely on the background knowledge graph.
Compared with the traditional keyword matching-based web search, knowledge graph-based semantic
search can better understand users’ query intents, thus providing more concise and intelligent search
results. For example, when searching “Height of Yao Ming” in Google, it not only returns the web pages
related to “Yao Ming” and "Height" respectively, but also directly returns "2.29 m" to users. Subsequently,
some well-known companies claimed that knowledge graph is one of the core components of their
architectures for building the next generation of intelligent search engines. To enhance Bing search,
Microsoft built a large-scale knowledge graph called “Satori”. Baidu company has constructed three
different kinds of knowledge graphs including entity graph, concern graph and intention graph and
apply them to its search engine. Sougou, another Chinese company which is famous for its search
engine, also built a knowledge graph called “Knowledge Cube” to improve the search quality.
Nowadays, knowledge graph has become a very popular terminology in the field of artificial
intelligence, database and semantic Web, and it refers to any collection of knowledge represented
in the form of graph, such as semantic web knowledge bases (e.g., DBpedia [1] and Yago [2]), RDF
datasets and formal ontologies. The nodes in the graph structure can be concepts, entities and literals,
and edges are different kinds of relationships. As shown in Figure 2, entities represent real-world
individuals (e.g., “P.R. China” and “Beijing”). A concept represents a set of individuals with the same
characteristics, for example, “P.R. China”, “Greece”, “the United States” etc., compose a set corresponding
to the concept “Country”. Literals refer to the strings which indicate specific values of some relations,
such as string “中国”, the Chinese name of entity “P.R. China”. Edges between these nodes represent
different relationships between entities, concepts and literals, such as “P.R. China” is a “Country” and the
capital of “P.R. China” is “Beijing”. All these relationships and their related entities, concepts or literals
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are stored in the form of triples in knowledge graphs which is the basic storage unit of knowledge
graphs. Triples organize knowledge in the form of <subject, predicate, object>, e.g., <P.R. China, is-a,
Country> and <P.R. China, Chinese name, “中国”>.

Figure 1. Search results of “Yao Ming” in Google search engine.

Figure 2. An example for a part of a knowledge graph.

The core target of artificial intelligence is to provide machines with the ability of learning and
reasoning, thus lots of researchers focus on studying the techniques of machine learning, logical
deductions, etc. One key issue here is how to represent and store the acquired knowledge for machines
to reuse. Knowledge graph is a powerful solution to this problem. It makes machines more intelligent
by providing machine-readable knowledge, which enhance the capability of learning and reasoning.
Knowledge graphs in different languages and different domains are now promoting the development
of artificial intelligence.
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2.2. The Development of Knowledge Graph
Knowledge graph is essentially originated from semantic network [3]. Semantic network was
proposed in late 1950s and early 1960s, and it is a graph-based data structure to store knowledge,
where the graph can be directed or undirected. It is quite convenient to utilize semantic network to
represent and store natural language sentences, which can be further applied in machine translation,
question answering and natural language understanding. In 1970s, lots of works began to study the
relationship between semantic network and first-order predicate. For example, Simmons et al. [4]
presented an algorithm to convert semantic network to predicate logic, while Schubert [5] proposed
a method leveraging semantic network to represent the conjunctions and quantifiers in first-order
predicate logic. In 1980s, the mainstream of artificial intelligence research had become knowledge
engineering and expert system, especially rule-based expert system. During this period, the theory of
semantic network became more mature and lots of research worked on reasoning based on semantic
network [6]. More importantly, the research on semantic network started to turn to knowledge
representation and reasoning with strict logical semantics. From late 1980s to 1990s, the research on
semantic network focused on modeling the relationship between concepts. Based on this, terminology
logic and description logic were proposed. The representative work in this period is the CLASSIC
language [7] proposed by Brachman et al. and FaCT reasoning machine [8] implemented by Horrock.
In the 21st century, semantic network has a new application scenario, i.e., semantic Web. The semantic
Web was proposed by Tim Berners-Lee, the founder of the Web, and his collaborators. They aimed to
implement an extension of the Web through W3C standards so that data can be shared and reused
in different applications. In this phase, knowledge is often organized as schemata or ontologies.
After that, with the advent of Linked Data [9], different kinds of knowledge bases were published
and interlinked on the Web, which form a large-scale global knowledge base, called Linked Open
Data Cloud (see Figure 3 (https://lod-cloud.net/)). Such open accessed knowledge bases laid the
foundation for the success of Google Knowledge Graph project.
Compared with the early semantic network, knowledge graph has its own characteristics. First of
all, knowledge graph consists of concepts, entities, literals and their relationships. While early semantic
network was used to represent the natural language sentences, not structured knowledge. Secondly,
compared with manually built semantic networks, knowledge graph construction mainly depends
on automatic knowledge discovery techniques, which are often applied in online encyclopedias,
text, and databases. Finally, knowledge graph construction emphasizes knowledge fusion from
different sources and knowledge cleansing, which are not the focus of early semantic network.
With the constant improvement of knowledge discovery techniques and enrichment of data sources
(text, images, sensors, video, etc.), the scale of different knowledge graphs is growing explosively.
Taking the Linked Open Data Cloud as the example, there were about 2 billion RDF triples in 2007, the
number increased to 31 billion in 2011 and by the end of August 2017, it released more than 40 billion
RDF triples.
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Figure 3. Linked Open Data Cloud diagram.

2.3. Typical Chinese Knowledge Graphs
Although Linked Open Data Cloud contains some multilingual knowledge graphs, most of the
knowledge (including concepts, entities, triples, etc.) is still denoted in English, and the number of
Chinese knowledge is quite few. For example, DBpedia contains more than 5 million English entities,
but only contains less than 1 million Chinese entities. Yago does not have a Chinese version though it
contains a certain number of Chinese labels. Lack of real world practical Chinese knowledge graphs
hinders the development of semantic applications, artificial intelligence and semantic Web itself in
Chinese. This is why Chinese researchers should make great efforts to construct Chinese knowledge
graphs, and the good news is that they have achieved very encouraging progress, such as the large-scale
Chinese encyclopedic knowledge graphs Zhishi.me [10], CN-DBpedia [11], XLORE [12,13], PKU-PIE
(http://openkg.cn/dataset/pku-pie), Belief-Engine (http://www.belief-engine.org) and the Chinese
schema-level knowledge graphs cnSchema (http://cnschema.org) and Linked Open Schema [14–16].
Zhishi.me: Zhishi.me is the first Chinese encyclopedic knowledge graph which is built from
three largest Chinese online encyclopedias: Baidu Baike (https://baike.baidu.com), Hudong Baike
(http://www.baike.com) and Chinese Wikipedia (https://zh.wikipedia.org). It adopts the methods
similar to those of DBpedia to extract structured knowledge from these three online encyclopedias
and link equivalent entities across them by fixed rules, so as to build a large-scale Chinese general
knowledge graph. It now contains more than 10 million entities and 125 million triples.
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CN-DBpedia: CN-DBpedia is another landmark of Chinese knowledge graphs after Zhishi.me.
Similar to Zhishi.me, CN-DBpedia is also a large-scale Chinese encyclopedic knowledge graph, which
is extracted from Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, the same data sources with
Zhishi.me. Different from Zhishi.me, CN-DBpedia, not only extracts structured knowledge from the
three largest Chinese online encyclopedias, but also integrates, complements and corrects the extracted
knowledge so as to greatly improve the quality of the knowledge graph. In addition, CN-DBpedia
is also a constantly updated knowledge graph. There are 9.4 million entities and 80 million triples
in CN-DBpedia.
PKU-PIE: PKU-PIE is also a Chinese encyclopedic knowledge graph which is constructed by
Peking University. It extracts knowledge from multi-sources such as Wikipedia, DBpedia, Baidu Baike,
etc. and focuses on integrating and associating them with a self-defined predicate system and categories.
The developers of PKU-PIE do not publish any paper or technical report, so that we cannot know
the technical details of constructing this knowledge graph. PKU-PIE now contains about 9 million of
entities and 40 million triples.
XLORE: Most Chinese knowledge graphs such as Zhishi.me, CN-DBpedia and PKU-PIE do not
consider cross-lingual knowledge sharing between a Chinese knowledge graph and the one in other
languages. The large-scale English-Chinese encyclopedic bilingual knowledge graph constructed
by Tsinghua University called XLORE is an important work to solve this problem. It is constructed
by extracting semi-structured data from Chinese and English online encyclopedias respectively and
mining the equivalent relations between Chinese and English entities. There are more than ten million
bilingual entities in XLORE.
Belief-Engine: Belief Engine is also an English-Chinese bilingual knowledge graph built from
Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike and Wikipedia. Different from XLORE, Belief-Engine only extracts
declarative knowledge from these three online encyclopedias and further produces concept-level
common knowledge by conceptualizing the declarative knowledge. Each piece of common knowledge
will get a belief value in this process. Belief Engine contains around 50 million triples and also does
not have any paper to introduce its construction details.
The above-mentioned work focuses on building entity-level knowledge graphs. Different from
them, cnSchema and Linked Open Schema are two Chinese schema-level knowledge graphs. cnSchema
manually defines thousands of classes, data types, properties and so on. It reuses, interconnects and
expands existing schemata of Schema.org, Wikidata, etc. and considers the characteristics of Chinese
languages to provide data descriptions and interface definitions. Linked Open Schema is a large-scale
English-Chinese bilingual schema-level knowledge graph built from English and Chinese social web
sites. It contains more than 700 thousand bilingual concepts and about 2.4 million relations (including
equal, subClassof and relate relations) between the extracted concepts in social Web sites.
Currently, there already exists much knowledge of the OBOR initiative in Chinese knowledge
graphs such as Zhishi.me, CN-DBpedia, XLORE, etc., which can support different applications
regarding OBOR, such as semantic search and question answering. Figure 4 shows a part of the
knowledge of OBOR in Zhishi.me, for example, it tells us that the “initiative country” of OBOR
is “China”.
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Figure 4. A part of the knowledge of OBOR in Zhishi.me.

3. Techniques of Constructing Chinese Knowledge Graphs
In this section, we focus on introducing the techniques already used in constructing real-world
Chinese knowledge graphs. We summarize a general framework of these techniques which is shown
in Figure 5. This framework contains four stages: knowledge extraction, knowledge integration,
knowledge quality improvement and knowledge update.

Figure 5. The general framework of Chinese knowledge graph construction.

Knowledge Extraction: The first stage of Chinese knowledge graph construction is knowledge
extraction. There are mainly three types of data sources, i.e., structured data, semi-structured data and
unstructured data, for knowledge extraction. Structured data refers to the data with strict data model
structure such as the data stored in tables and relational databases. Semi-structured data refers to data
with a certain structure which is not very rigid, such as xml data. Unstructured data often refers to the
information that does not have a pre-defined data model, such as text.
Knowledge Integration: Most Chinese knowledge graphs extract knowledge from various
sources, so it is necessary to integrate such heterogeneous knowledge. Some Chinese knowledge
graphs only choose to link knowledge, which is to link equivalent entities, concepts, properties etc.
between different sources, and others may further fuse equivalent knowledge after knowledge linking.
Knowledge Quality Improvement: Lots of data sources (e.g., Wikipedia, Baidu Baike, etc.) for
constructing Chinese knowledge graphs are freely edited by crowds, so mistakes in knowledge graphs
are unavoidable. Thus, it is important to improve the quality of data in knowledge graphs through error
detection and correction techniques. In addition, knowledge graphs are incomplete and knowledge
completion is also necessary for the improvement of data quality.
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Knowledge Update: Since emerging entities continuously appear in news and other Web streams
and the knowledge of existing entities may change as time goes on, update mechanisms are important
to keep knowledge graphs more complete and accurate at a specific time point.
In the following subsections, we will describe each stage in detail.
3.1. Knowledge Extraction
Most of existing Chinese knowledge graphs, including Zhishi.me, CN-DBpedia, XLORE, etc.,
extract knowledge from structured or semi-structured data. Taking Zhishi.me as an example, it takes
three largest Chinese online encyclopedias, i.e., Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike and Chinese Wikipedia,
as its data sources and extract a large number of knowledge from them. As shown in Figure 6,
Zhishi.me extracts entities and their related knowledge from structured data (e.g., Infobox) and
semi-structured data (e.g., Labels, Abstracts, Categories and Redirects) in the articles of these three online
encyclopedias, and we also list some generated RDF triples which are used to denote knowledge.
In addition to Zhishi.me, CN-DBpedia and XLORE both adopt a similar way to extract knowledge
from online encyclopedias. Linked Open Schema extracts hierarchical categories and social tags
(semi-structured data) as the sources (examples are given in Figure 7) for schema-level knowledge
mining, i.e., discovering semantic relations among categories and tags.

Figure 6. Sample pages from Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.
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Figure 7. Examples of extracted categories and tags in Linked Open Schema.

3.2. Knowledge Integration
Most Chinese knowledge graphs extract knowledge from various sources. For example, Zhishi.me,
CN-DBpedia and XLORE extract knowledge from Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.
Categories and tags in Linked Open Schema are extracted from different kinds of social Web sites in
different languages. Thus, it is necessary to integrate such heterogeneous knowledge. Existing Chinese
knowledge graphs integrate knowledge in two ways: knowledge linking and knowledge fusion.
3.2.1. Knowledge Linking
Knowledge linking aims to discover semantic relations (e.g., equivalence relations between
entities and subClassOf relations between concepts) between entities or concepts from different
sources. Such relations are taken as links.
Monolingual Knowledge Linking
Niu et al. [17] proposed a semi-supervised learning method based on the EM algorithm to find
equivalent entities across different online encyclopedias in Zhishi.me. This is a new technique which is
not used in constructing English encyclopedic knowledge graphs, because they only rely on English
Wikipedia but Zhishi.me extracts knowledge from three Chinese online encyclopedias. This method
uses a small number of existing equivalent entities as seeds, then iteratively mines and refines matching
rule sets from theses seeds and find new equivalent entities of high confidence using these rules.
In this method, a small number of existing equivalent entities linked by the relation owl:sameAs,
as well as their properties, are used as seeds to discover more equivalent entities. For each pair
of existing equivalent entities, the method firstly tries to mine equivalent properties from them.
Then frequent sets, each of which consists of several pairs of equivalent properties, are mined from
these equivalent properties through association rule mining. The mined frequent equivalent property
sets are used for building matching rules and applied on the whole data set to find new equivalent
entities. For example, suppose we have a pair of equivalent entities (see Figure 8) from Baidu Baike
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and Hudong Baike. Both of the entities refer to the panda. Given all of the properties of the two entities,
equivalent properties can be discovered by equivalent property values (i.e., the same or synonymous
values). For example, in Figure 8, property “标签 (Label)” in Baidu Baike is equivalent to property
“学名 (Scientific name)” in Hudong Baike, and “别名 (Alias)” in Baidu Baike is equivalent to “二名法
(Binomial Name)” in Hudong Baike. If the equivalent property set (consisting of the above equivalent
properties pairs) is a frequent set, which means that it can also be mined from many other equivalent
entities, then it will be used to construct matching rules. One example of the matching rules is also
given in Figure 8, which indicates that entity e1 and e2 are equivalent if and only if the values of
corresponding equivalent properties in the frequent set are all equivalent.

Figure 8. An example of equivalent properties and matching rules mining.

Newly found equivalent entities with high confidences will be added to the set of seeds and the
method starts the next iteration. The iteration procedure of discovering rules as well as equivalent
entities follows the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The E-step discovers new equivalent
entities using matching rules, and the M-step mines new matching rules from the equivalent entities
discovered in E-step by maximizing the precision of these rules. The algorithm iterates until no
new equivalent entities can be found any more. Semi-supervised learning based on EM algorithm
automatically discovers dataset-specific matching rules while preserving high accuracy and good
coverage. These derived rules have the capacity to find the most discriminative data characteristics for
different data sources, so it is not domain-specific or dataset-specific.
Wu et al. [14] proposed a semi-supervised learning method based on self-training to schema-level
knowledge linking in Linked Open Schema. This method uses a small number of initial labeled
data and the self-training algorithm to mine equivalence, subClassOf and relate relations among
the categories and tags from different social Web sites. In each iteration of the self-training process,
the proposed method learns an SVM classifier. Then the classifier is applied to the unlabeled data.
Here, rules are utilized to revise the misclassified results. Afterwards, newly found relations will be
added to the labeled data. The whole process will terminate if the predicted labels do not change any
more. To measure the relatedness of concept pairs (i.e., a pair of categories, or tags, or a category and
a tag), different features are designed for training the SVM classifier. This method jointly exploits
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the advantages of rules and machine learning techniques which can acquire better learning results.
The self-training algorithm is simple but quite efficient and suitable for large-scale knowledge linking.
The drawback of this method is that it needs manually designed features for training and different
features needs to be re-designed in different application scenarios.
Cross-Lingual Knowledge Linking
Cross-lingual knowledge linking is also an important task of knowledge linking and it can largely
enrich the cross-lingual knowledge and facilitate knowledge sharing across different languages. This is
a new task which no longer only depends on the cross-lingual links between Wikipedia pages to link
knowledge of different languages.
Wang et al. [18] proposed an approach for building cross-lingual links across the online
encyclopedias of different languages. The approach uses only language-independent features of
articles (an article corresponds to an entity) and employs a linkage factor graph model to predict new
cross-lingual links between entities. This approach is used in XLORE. In this work, after analysing the
existing cross-lingual links, several factors including link homophily, category homophily and author
interests are found to be helpful in cross-lingual entity linking. For example, if the articles of two
entities share more common links (outlinks and inlinks) and categories, and authors of these articles
share more common interests, these two entities are more likely to be equivalent. Hence, this method
designs four features to measure the similarities of common outlinks, inlinks, categories and author
interests between the articles of two given entities in different languages. These features are used to
construct the node feature function of a linkage factor graph model. In addition, the edge feature
function and constraint feature function are also defined. Edge feature function considers the relations
between nodes, which is based on the assumption that if an entity links to other two equivalent entities,
then these three entities tend to be equivalent to each other. Constraint feature function defines 1-to-1
linking constraint on all relations between nodes. Based on the linkage factor graph model, the joint
distribution is defined over the three feature functions. Given a set of labeled data, the parameters can
be learned, and new cross-lingual links between entities can be predicted with this model.
Wang et al. [19] also argued that when there are insufficient existing cross-lingual links
between entities as the training data, discovering new cross-lingual links becomes more challenging.
Therefore, they proposed an approach that boosts cross-lingual entity linking by concept annotation.
This approach is also used in XLORE. In this approach, concept annotation aims to identify important
concepts in the article of the given entity and link them to the corresponding articles in the same
online encyclopedia. It first extracts key concepts in each article by matching all the n-grams in the
input article with the elements in a controlled vocabulary, and then uses a greedy disambiguation
algorithm to match the corresponding articles of the key concepts. Matched articles will be linked
to the article, thus enriching the inner links in an online encyclopedia. After concept annotation,
several link-based features, which measure the similarities of common links (outlinks and inlinks) and
categories between two articles, are designed for predicting new cross-lingual links. A regression-based
learning model is proposed to learn the weights of different similarity features, which are used to rank
the candidate cross-lingual links. To find as many new cross-lingual links as possible, the method
adopts an iteration framework which allows the concept annotation and cross-lingual link prediction
to mutually reinforce.
3.2.2. Knowledge Fusion
Different from knowledge linking, knowledge fusion aims to integrate knowledge from different
data sources rather than link them to each other. For the purpose of fusing equivalent knowledge in
different data sources, CN-DBpedia utilizes a normalization module to normalize entities, attributes
and attribute values which have the same meaning but different string labels. For example, in
Baidu Baike, “生日(birthday)” is used to describe the birth time of a person, while in Hudong
Baike, “出生日期 (birth date)” describes the same attribute. After using the normalization module,
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“生日 (birthday)” is used to describe this attribute in a unified way. In many scenarios, an integrated
knowledge graph is more convenient and efficient for use than several knowledge graphs linked
to each other. Hence, knowledge fusion strategies are applied in some Chinese knowledge graphs
(e.g., CN-DBpedia). However, there may exist conflicts when fusing knowledge from different data
sources and it may introduce errors into knowledge graphs and need many human efforts. Current
strategies applied to knowledge fusion in constructing Chinese knowledge graphs are still quite simple,
and some language-independent approaches [20,21] proposed in English knowledge fusion can be
considered to be used in this part.
3.3. Knowledge Quality Improvement
3.3.1. Knowledge Completion
Chinese knowledge graphs built from various sources are incomplete in terms of type information,
infobox information and so on. Therefore, completion is necessary for the quality improvement of
these knowledge graphs. Knowledge graph completion techniques include type inference and infobox
completion which will be introduced in detail in this subsection.
Type Inference
Type information refers to the axioms stating that an entity is of a certain type. These axioms
can be denoted as triples, each of which is composed of a TypeOf relation linking from a class to an
entity, e.g., “President of the United States” TypeOf “Donald Trump” and “Country in Europe” TypeOf
“Italy”. Type information can also benefit many applications in different research fields, such as entity
search [22,23] and question answering [24].
Attribute-Driven Type Inference: Existing methods of type inference in Wikipedia to build
English knowledge graphs rely on linguistic rules, which cannot be applied to Chinese knowledge
graphs. Thus, Wu et al. [25] proposed a new language-independent approach to entity type inference
in Wikipedia, and it is used in Zhishi.me. This approach is based on an attribute-driven type inference
assumption: “in Wikipedia, if an instance contains representative attributes of one of its classes, there may
exist a TypeOf relation from the class to the instance with high probability”. For example, given attributes
“actors, release date, director” of a certain entity, people may infer that the type of this entity is “Movie”.
However, given attributes “name, foreign name”, people cannot infer the type of the entity because too
many classes have the attribute “name” or “foreign name”. The proposed approach first extracts the
attributes of entities from infoboxes in articles of Wikipedia. Considering that the attributes of many
entities are still incomplete or missing, for each entity, it utilizes a vector similarity metric and a class
similarity metric to acquire its most similar entities which already have attributes, and the attributes of
the most similar entities are used to complement attributes of the given entity. Then, it adopts a general
algorithm incorporating several language-independent rules to iteratively get the attributes of classes.
Finally, it uses a random graph walk model to compute the probability of a TypeOf relation existing
between a class and the given entity. Attribute-driven type inference adopts a language-independent
feature, i.e., attributes, to build the semantic associations between entities and classes. It can infer the
types of entities of different languages from online encyclopedias such as the multilingual Wikipedia.
Another work [26] has a very similar idea with [25]. It also applies the above attribute-driven
type inference assumption and designs a random graph walk model to compute the probability of a
TypeOf relation existing between a class and the given entity. The differences are that (1) this work
does not mine more attributes of entities from other similar entities, and (2) it also proposes several
language-dependent heuristics to infer entity types from abstracts and infoboxes of the articles in
Chinese online encyclopedias.
Cross-Lingual Type Inference: Xu et al. [27] proposed a cross-lingual type inference approach
which types Chinese entities with some widely accepted taxonomies in English, such as the taxonomy
of DBpedia. This is a new task which does not exist in constructing English knowledge graphs, because
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many non-English knowledge graphs fail to type their entities due to the absence of a reasonable
local hierarchical taxonomy. Building a widely accepted taxonomy requires huge human efforts,
so the proposed approach can greatly reduce human efforts and boost type inference by typing
Chinese entities with English types in well-defined taxonomies. This approach first exploits existing
cross-lingual links between Chinese and English entities to construct the training data, and then learns
a hierarchical classification model to predict the English types (from the taxonomy of DBpedia) of a
given Chinese entity. This approach is used in CN-DBpedia.
In the process of constructing training data, if a Chinese entity and an English entity are already
known as equivalent or there exists a cross-lingual link between these two entities in Wikipedia, the
Chinese entity will be labeled with the types of the English entity. For example, the Chinese entity
“威廉莎士比亚” is labeled with the types of entity “William Shakespeare” , i.e., “English male stage actors”,
“English writers”, “English poets” etc. In this way, a massive amount of labeled data is generated as
training data. Then, a supervised hierarchical classification model is built, which accepts an untyped
Chinese entity (with its features) as input and outputs all valid English types in the taxonomy of
DBpedia. We use an example in Figure 9 to illustrate the model. In the training phase, it first trains
a binary classifier for each type in the hierarchy except the root node “Thing”. The binary classifier
of each type uses all entities belonging to this type as positive examples and those entities belonging
to this type’s sibling-type or super-type as negative examples. For example, the classifier of type
“Actor” uses all entities belonging to this type as positive examples. Entities belonging to sibling types
“Writer” and “Poet” as well as those belonging to super-type “Person” are taken as negative examples.
After training the classifier of each type in the taxonomy, the hierarchical classification model is made
up of these binary classifiers in a hierarchy structure.

Figure 9. Part of DBpedia taxonomy and hierarchical classification model.

When using this model to predict types for a given entity, it traverses the DBpedia taxonomy
in a top-down manner to search for types of this entity. It first visits the types in the first level of
the taxonomy which are the sub-types of root node “Thing” and add them to the candidate types set.
Then for each candidate type, the approach runs the classifier of the type to test whether the given
entities belong to this type or not. If the result is true, it adds all its sub-types to the candidate type set.
The process ends when no more candidate types can be processed. All types, which are classified as
true for the given entity during this process, are attached to the entity as its types.
Infobox Completion
Infoboxes explicitly contain structured facts of entities in terms of triples (each one is denoted
as <subject, predicate, object>), such as <Yao Ming, Height, 2.29 m>. As shown in Figure 6, Zhishi.me
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extracts properties from the infoboxes in Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike and Chinese Wikipedia
respectively. Similarly, CN-DBpedia and XLORE both extract infobox information from these three
online encyclopedias. However, structured facts about entities in infoboxes are incomplete, and many
facts implicitly exist in the articles corresponding to the entities in online encyclopedias, so infobox
completion from unstructured data is also an important part of knowledge completion.
Xu et al. [11] presented a hybrid Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network
framework to extract knowledge from free text and this approach is used in CN-DBpedia for infobox
completion. CN-DBpedia treats the infobox completion task as extracting the object for a given
pair of subject (i.e., entity) and predicate (i.e., property) from the article corresponding to the given
entity. This approach models the extraction problem as a sequence to sequence learning problem.
The input is a sentence containing tokens, and the output is the label of each token. The label is
either 1 or 0, predicting whether a token is a part of the object for the predicate. For example, the
sentence in Figure 10 is taken from the article corresponding to the entity “Yao Ming” in Baidu Baike.
The extractor of “BirthPlace” will label “Shanghai” and “Xuhui District” as true for “Yao Ming”. To relieve
the burden of human efforts, this approach also adopts a distant supervision method to automatically
construct training data. It constructs sentences that express the facts in the infobox as its training
data. For example, if <Yao Ming, Height, 2.29 m> occurs in the infobox of Yao Ming, this method will
construct the sentence “The height of Yao Ming is 2.29 m.” and correctly label the object in the sentence.
To cover as much as possible useful information, the approach trains a hybrid representation of words,
phrases and types for each token in the input token sequences. However, training the Long Short-Term
Memory Recurrent Neural Network model has very high time complex since lots of parameters need
to estimate.

Figure 10. An example for extracting objects from text.

3.3.2. Knowledge Correction
Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike and Chinese Wikipedia are all collaborative online encyclopedias
where the content is edited freely by users. There inevitably exist mistakes and inconsistencies in these
online encyclopedias. Therefore, it is very important to improve the quality of knowledge extracted
from these sources through knowledge correction. The process of knowledge correction consists of
two stages, i.e., error detection and error correction.
Xu et al. [11] proposed two methods for error detection and apply them in CN-DBpedia. The first
is rule-based error detection. This method uses a lot of predefined rules to detect errors which do
not conform to the rules. For example, it uses the domain and range of properties to find errors.
The range of attribute “birthday” should be date and any other types of values are incorrect. The second
method is based on user feedbacks. CN-DBpedia provides a user exploration interface to browse
the knowledge. The interface allows users to provide feedbacks on the correctness of the facts in
CN-DBpedia (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. The interface of CN-DBpedia for providing feedbacks.

After error detection, Xu et al. also presented an error correction method based on crowd-sourcing.
Error facts are assigned to different contributors of crowd-sourcing for correction. Then it adopts a
simple-yet-effective method, i.e., majority vote, to aggregate the multiple and noisy contributor inputs
to create consistent outputs.
3.4. Knowledge Update
Emerging entities appear rapidly and the knowledge relevant to entities may also change over time.
There will be some outdated knowledge existing in knowledge graphs overtime without update. It is
important to prevent knowledge graphs from being obsolete through adopting update mechanisms.
Periodical update: Periodical update is adopted by most existing Chinese knowledge graphs
such as Zhishi.me, XLORE, etc. It refers to replace the knowledge graph with a new version after a
period of time. The problem of periodical update is that if the update cycle is too long, so there will
be a large amount of outdated knowledge existing in the knowledge graph. If the update cycle is too
short, there will be a huge consumption of computation resources.
Active update: To overcome the drawbacks of periodical update, active update techniques are
used to update knowledge graphs at a higher frequency and lower cost. Most knowledge graphs do
not adopt active update strategies. DBpedia is updated actively via the update stream provided by
Wikimedia foundation. However, most of Chinese online encyclopedias do not provide such update
stream. Hence, Liang et al. [28] proposed a new active update approach, and it is used in CN-DBpedia.
This approach is based on the assumption that hot entities and those entities semantically related to
them are more likely to change or to be new entities than others in knowledge graphs. In this approach,
it firstly extracts hot entities from the titles of hot news, popular search keywords of search engines,
hot topics of social networks and so on. Then it checks whether these entities need to be updated or
whether they are new entities which do not exist in the current knowledge graph. If the result is true,
the information of these entities in online encyclopedias will be synchronized (updated or inserted)
to the knowledge graph. To obtain more hot entities, the approach uses hyperlinks in the newest
articles corresponding to existing hot entities to find more relevant entities. Here gives an example
of active update, the news title “Donald Trump was elected as President of the United States” contains an
entity “Donald Trump”, and the attribute value of “profession” needs to be updated as “President of the
United States”.
To improve the efficiency of update with limited resources, this approach trains a supervised
learning predictor based on the history change frequencies of all entities in the knowledge graph and
uses it to predict the future change frequencies of hot entities. When resources is limited, hot entities
with higher predicted change frequencies will be synchronized to the knowledge graph first. Since most
entities in the knowledge graph do not need to be updated, it will cost fewer computation resources
when only updating a very small part of entities in the knowledge graph. A low consumption of
computation resources in each update cycle allows this approach to update the knowledge graph with
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a higher frequency. However, the amount of updated knowledge in each cycle still accounts for a small
proportion of all outdated knowledge in the knowledge graph, compared to that in periodical update.
4. Applications of Chinese Knowledge Graphs
At present, Chinese knowledge graphs have shown their important roles in many different
intelligent applications, many of which are relevant to OBOR and will be introduced in the following
subsections. Note that knowledge graphs in different languages can be applied to semantic search,
question answering, intelligence analysis, decision making, and other applications in different
languages, respectively. These applications in different languages have a similar way to use knowledge
graph, and the only difference exists in some applications which need linguistic techniques to support
themselves. For example, question answering in different languages needs to utilize different methods
to parse the syntactic structure of a given textual question.
4.1. Semantic Search
Chinese knowledge graphs are capable of providing high-quality structured background
knowledge and common-sense knowledge to aid search engines to better understand the user query
intents, thus providing more concise and intelligent search results. This technology overcomes the
limitations of the traditional keyword-based search model and converts the Web-based search to the
semantic search. This makes the search engines more intelligent and effectively improves the quality of
the search results. Now most of the Chinese search engines such as Baidu (https://www.baidu.com),
Sogou (https://www.sogou.com) and (https://www.so.com) have built their own knowledge graph
to enhance search experience of users. As shown in Figure 12, when you search “一带一路 (One Belt
One Road)” in Baidu search engine, in addition to the web pages related to OBOR shown on the left
side, members of OBOR will also be recommended to users on the right side. This is the application of
knowledge graph techniques. The search engine firstly identifies the entities in users’ search keywords,
then obtains the knowledge relevant to these entities in knowledge graphs and finally returns the
structured knowledge to users.

Figure 12. Search results of “One Belt One Road” in Baidu search engine.
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4.2. Question Answering
Intelligent question answering (QA) is an important application of artificial intelligence. It can
provide users with the answers for their questions with accurate and concise natural language. It can
greatly improve efficiency and reduce cost of manual intervention. This kind of dialogic information
acquisition relies on the accuracy and reliability of the QA system. Knowledge graph can help improve
the intelligence of robots, IOT and other devices by providing high-quality background knowledge.
As shown in Figure 13, when submitting a question “一带一路的倡议国是？ (Which is the initiative
country of OBOR?)” to the QA system supported by a Chinese knowledge graph, this system will
firstly use natural language processing technologies to convert the problem to mining what is the
attribute value of attribute “倡议国 (initiative country)” for the entity “一带一路 (OBOR)”, then obtain
the attribute value “中国 (China)” in the given knowledge graph and finally return the answer to users.
Currently, many researchers are working on the techniques of Knowledge Base Question Answering
(KBQA) [29,30] and a lot of QA platforms have been developed in China, and they have already
introduced in knowledge graphs to ensure a better user experience, such as robot “Xiaodu” from
Baidu Company, robot “Xiaomi” from Alibaba Company, intelligent voice assistant “Siri” from Apple
Company and Microsoft’s robot “Cortana”.

Figure 13. An example of Chinese QA system supported by knowledge graph.

4.3. Intelligence Analysis and Decision Making
Knowledge graph can represent and link a variety of types of data, such as text, multimedia,
sensors, etc., which builds associations among different kinds of big data. Such associated big data
can be easily used to perform information analysis and assist decision making. Knowledge graph is
now playing a very important role in intelligence analysis. As shown in Figure 14, in the scenario
of the anti-fraud intelligence analysis, we can build an intelligence knowledge graph by fusing the
information from different data sources and adding business rules established by domain experts.
Potential fraud risks can be identified through data inconsistency detection in the knowledge graph.
For example, borrower Mr. Zhang and borrower Mr. Wu claimed that they are colleagues when
filling in their personal information, but the company names they filled are different. Besides, the
phone number of Mr. Zhang also belongs to another borrower Mr. Zhen. These inconsistencies
indicate the potential fraud so that the bank will decline the requests of loan respectively from Mr.
Zhang, Mr. Wu and Mr. Zhen. In addition, knowledge graph has already been applied in many
other kinds of intelligence analysis to assist decision making such as police intelligence analysis, stock
intelligence analysis, etc.
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Figure 14. An example of intelligence analysis: anti-fraud.

4.4. Information Integration
With the development of World Wide Web, people can acquire a great deal of information
from plenty of different data sources, which leads to the problem of information heterogeneity and it
becomes more difficult to integrate such information according to user requirements by traditional
methods. Knowledge graph can represent, link and integrate different kinds of data from various data
sources, which makes it become an effective tool of information integration. In recent years, China
has become the center of global manufacturing with the development of China’s economy. As the
scale of manufacturing information in various sources is in an explosive growth, we can integrate such
information from different data sources into one knowledge graph for the convenience of utilizing and
visualizing. Figure 15 gives a part of the knowledge graph of equipment manufacturing.
Here, we also give another example regarding OBOR policies in Figure 16. After the OBOR
initiative was proposed, Chinese government has published a lot of policies in different occasions,
such as international conferences, press conferences, official announcement and so on. We can utilize
natural language processing techniques to extract entities and relationships from these policies and use
them to compose an OBOR knowledge graph. In this way, the information related to OBOR policies,
which is distributed over different sources, is integrated together. Figure 16 visualizes a part of our
constructed knowledge graph for OBOR policies.
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Figure 15. Part of the knowledge graph for equipment manufacturing.

Figure 16. Part of the knowledge graph for OBOR policies.

4.5. Applications in other Vertical Domains
In the financial field, knowledge graph is promoting the development of intelligence on multiple
scenarios. We can formulate marketing strategy by integrating customers’ data from different sources
to build customer knowledge graphs. Through extracting data from financial reports, the prospectus,
company announcements etc., we can construct company related knowledge graphs to assist financial
researchers to make investment decisions. By modeling various factors that have effect on stock, we can
build stock knowledge graphs. At present, a lot of financial companies in China have introduced
knowledge graph technologies to get the first place of financial AI. Taking Company ZTE as an
example, after the news of the USA restricting exports to ZTE was released, if we have the knowledge
graph of ZTE and its related companies including suppliers, partners and competitors (see Figure 17),
we can quickly screen out affected listed companies and mine investment opportunities or control the
investment risk.
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Figure 17. Part of the knowledge graph related to ZTE.

In the field of e-commerce, many companies (e.g., Alibaba) are also deploying knowledge
graph technologies. An E-commerce platform not only contains huge number of goods, but also
contains products, manufacturers, suppliers and other kinds of objects related to these goods. How to
effectively manage and model these objects and their relationships has become an important challenge.
Knowledge graph can effectively model and manage the knowledge for its flexible and powerful
ontology modeling ability. Alibaba’s knowledge graph takes the goods, standard products, brands
and standard classifications as the core and utilizes entity recognition, entity linking and semantic
analysis technologies to integrate heterogeneous knowledge. It is a huge commodity knowledge
graph containing billions of triples. It is widely used in Alibaba’s core business such as commodity
search, shopping guidance, platform management, intelligent QA, branding etc. It greatly boosts the
development of the e-commerce platform of Alibaba.
In other fields such as social network, biomedical science and the Internet of things, knowledge
graph is also playing an increasingly important role. This is because of wide applications of knowledge
graph so that it has become so popular in recent years.
4.6. OpenKG: A Chinese Open Knowledge Graph Community
OpenKG (http://www.openkg.cn/) (see Figure 18), a Chinese open knowledge graph community,
aims to promote the open access and interconnection of Chinese knowledge graphs. So far, there
have been 56 institutions from industry and academia contributing their own knowledge graphs.
It has attracted 80 high-quality knowledge graphs in total including Zhishi.me, CN-DBpedia, XLORE,
etc., and covers 15 different kinds of knowledge graphs such as encyclopedia, finance, health care,
agriculture, business, social network, etc. Besides, there also 45 different open tools used for knowledge
graph construction, integration, completion and reasoning. OpenKG integrates the most abundant
knowledge graph resources in China.
The OpenKG community also aims at interlinking different Chinese knowledge graphs to promote
the open and interconnection of Chinese knowledge graphs. For example, it has already established
links between the major large-scale Chinese encyclopedic knowledge graphs including Zhishi.me,
CN-DBpedia, XLORE, Belief-Engine, PKU-PIE, etc. This greatly promotes the open and interconnection
of Chinese general encyclopedic knowledge graphs. These linked encyclopedic knowledge graphs
(http://link.openkg.cn) are open to the public and users can download the whole linked dataset
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from the website of OpenKG or visit data through the interface provided by OpenKG. In the future,
the OpenKG community will continue to link knowledge graphs in vertical fields.

Figure 18. OpenKG: A Chinese open knowledge graph community.

5. Impacts of Knowledge Graph on OBOR
Since a lot of people from the countries along OBOR are not familiar with the OBOR initiative
and its related policies, applications supported by knowledge graphs can help them know more about
OBOR quickly and easily. After extracting and integrating knowledge of OBOR from various sources,
a knowledge graph on OBOR can be built which is shown in Figure 16. In the following subsections,
we will list two examples to demonstrate the potential impacts of knowledge graph for OBOR.
5.1. Semantic Search on OBOR
When people want to know more about OBOR, such as what OBOR is, its related policies,
its benefits and so on, they may choose to search “OBOR” in search engines. However, traditional
keyword matching-based search engines will return a lot of web pages related to OBOR to users and
it may take great efforts for users to find their desired information. In contrast, knowledge graphs
integrate knowledge from different sources together and knowledge graph-based search can return
the most related results to users directly. As shown in Figure 19, when users search “what is One
Belt One Road policy” in Google, it will return the definition of OBOR in Google Knowledge Graph
to users which can help users quickly know what OBOR is. In addition, knowledge graphs are very
helpful to people who want to know more about OBOR but do not know what to search for. All
relevant knowledge of OBOR which is integrated in the knowledge graph can be returned to users
for reference. For example, when users search “One Belt One Road policy” in Bing search engine (see
Figure 20), it will return relevant knowledge of OBOR (i.e., contents, oversight, infrastructure network,
etc.)in a structured table. People can easily get a detailed understanding of OBOR policies by searching
“One Belt One Road policy” only.
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Figure 19. Search results of “what is OBOR policy” in Google.

Figure 20. Search results of “OBOR policy” in Bing.
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5.2. QA on OBOR
As an alternative to search engines, QA systems can provide users with more concise answers for
their questions. It may be more convenient for users to directly get the answer via QA systems and
do not need to find answers by themselves from lots of Web pages. Knowledge graph can provide
QA systems with high-quality structured knowledge and guarantee the accuracy and reliability of
the answers from QA systems. People can ask questions about OBOR in a knowledge graph-based
QA systems and get the answers directly (see Figure 21). With the help of this kind of QA systems,
they can easily become familiar with OBOR.
With the above examples, we can see that knowledge graph and its related applications can help
people know more about OBOR quickly and conveniently. People can easily know the definition
of OBOR, OBOR policies, OBOR benefits, etc., through knowledge graph-based search engines and
QA systems. It may further promote the popularity of OBOR and the cooperation among countries
along OBOR.

Figure 21. Questions and answers of OBOR in a knowledge graph-based QA system.

6. Conclusions
After proposing the OBOR cooperation initiative, China has actively built cooperative partnership
with the countries along OBOR to jointly develop economy, politics, culture, science and technologies.
As an important part of OBOR policies, cooperation in science and technologies is attracting
increasing attention from many countries. Knowledge graph techniques, as an important branch of
artificial intelligence, are getting increasing attention because of its powerful capability of knowledge
representation and reasoning, and it is also widely applied in semantic search, QA, knowledge
management and many other scenarios.
Nowadays, a large number of knowledge graphs were published and interlinked to each other on
the World Wide Web, which forms a large-scale global knowledge base, known as the Linked Open Data
Cloud. Most of the knowledge in current knowledge graphs is represented in English, which hinders
the development of non-English knowledge graphs and their applications. Thus, both academia and
industry need technologies and experience to construct non-English knowledge graphs. In recent years,
with the emergence of the first large-scale Chinese encyclopedic knowledge graph-Zhishi.me, Chinese
knowledge graphs has begun to develop rapidly. General knowledge graphs such as CN-DBpedia,
XLORE and domain-specific knowledge graphs have been published one after another. A lot of
techniques for constructing Chinese knowledge graphs have been proposed, including techniques
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of knowledge extraction, knowledge integration, knowledge quality improvement and knowledge
update. One problem here is that few works use the techniques of natural language processing based
on Chinese linguistic characteristics to mine knowledge from text in real-word Chinese knowledge
graph construction, but text is one of the most important mining sources for knowledge graph
construction and should not be neglected. Thus, how to apply the techniques of Chinese open
information extraction [31–33] from text to real-world Chinese knowledge graph construction worth
further study. The rapid development of Chinese knowledge graphs and their techniques promote
the development of related Chinese applications, including semantic search, QA, intelligence analysis
and so on. Many of these applications are related to OBOR and have great impacts on OBOR. They
can greatly promote the popularity of OBOR and the cooperation among countries along OBOR.
Meanwhile, if the countries along OBOR aim to promote the development of the knowledge graph in
their native languages, especially non-English languages, the techniques and applications of Chinese
knowledge graphs are also very good references.
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